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Abstract
This study aimed to develop interactive multimedia-based manipulative fundamental movement model for primary school students. This research and development was packed in the form of interactive multimedia. Study method used was research and development from Borg & Gall using 10 steps. Subject of study was first grade students in primary school. Trial result for small group and large group describe that this model can be used quite well in overall. Effectiveness test result during pre-test was 603 while post-test was 965. In differences significance test using SPSS, we obtain t-calculated result was -16.525, db=39 and p value 0.00 < 0.05 which means that there was significant differences before and after interactive multimedia-based manipulative fundamental movement model was used. Based on this result, it can be said that the developed manipulative fundamental movement model was sufficient and effective for primary school students.
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1. Introduction
I deliberately excerpt the legendary statement from former President of South Africa and winner of peace noble prize Nelson Mandela to support our faith that education is the main key to achieve success. If we want to fix our life, fix our future, fix our family, fix the community, fix the nation and even fix the world, thus the answer was only one: Education. In this context, high quality education was the compulsory requirement to create an advance nation’s life. In the 21st century such as now, education has become the compulsory need for all class of people, unlimited for upper class, middle class and even low class people. Education is highly important and compulsory since early time.

Physical education and health is the lesson favored by the students, since it was done in the outdoor so that they could play and exercise, however, if physical education was not well-taught by the teacher, it was possible that the students might feel bored and thus material in physical education would not be delivered. Based on observation result done by author toward manipulative basic motion learning conducted by physical education teacher, it was known that teacher still use command and task learning approach. This kind of learning would work well, but several students still somehow less interested in the learning.

By this fact, author conduct interview toward the related teacher and obtain result that, teacher does realize if learning was quite monotonous. Teacher also suggests that there was lack of variation in manipulative fundamental movement learning to be used in actual learning. This was supported by sole learning source of the teacher which only limited on text book. For more details, comparison table was shown below:
Perreira Jose et al (2016: 569) [23] explicitly stated that several model and teaching strategy should be considered when teaching physical education. Different approach should be considered as alternative option and teacher should keep the best one according to the unit of student’s development. We cannot ignore opinion from Strac & Strel (2012: 62) [26] which suggest that teacher’s higher competency in planning and deliver PE lesson would give positive contribution particularly for children’s physical fitness. McBride (2014: 123) [20] believe that learner should be placed in a situation when there was cognitive inappropriateness or mental dissatisfaction, and therefore learner would be motivated to ask for information and finding solution. Mawer (2003: 89) explain that if learner was to put into such situation, their cognitive function would be needed to think critically, such as comparing, differing, drawing conclusion, and testing their hypothesis.

Study conducted by Leser Roland, Baca Arnold & Uhlig Johannes (2014: 184) showed that the results of the questionnaire showed a positive agreement among the participants in the usability and assistance of multimedia for the sports practical course. Meanwhile, study result from Napitupulu Efendi et al. (2014; 1) [9] in his study regarding try out of twenty five students observations indicated that the product is good (mean pretest=31.39; mean post-test=32.54). His study concluded that the developed interactive multimedia learning model was effective to improve student’s learning. Chen et al. (2016: 231) [1] conducted study about manipulative movement which in conclusion explains that QPET practice play a significant role to contribute to student’s manipulative skill competency.

Purwanto (2017: 33) [25] review several studies concerning impact of effective interactive multimedia in assisting the learning process. Lu & De Lisio (2009: 184) [10] explains that PE was focused only to improve or to master the movement and or mastering certain sports branch.

Learning media consist of explanation about fundamental movement, pictures and videos about fundamental movement material. Multimedia material and learning environments has also been developed for technical and tactical education. Baca et al. (2005: 38) give example including animation and video to help instructors and students to understand exercise movements and technical/tactical action as implemented in sports game. One of the special emphasizes lies in the organizing method of technical learning process. Leser et al. (2009: 55) [18] suggest an application to learn about tactic. This assumption was supported by analysis of Hofffer and Leutner (2007: 727) [13] which regard the effectiveness of teaching material toward understanding was such as in a real situation. Study by Wiemeyer, J (2008: 299) [28] review that multimedia technology has creates an impact in physical education learning and its science in cognitive domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Comparison Table for Old Model and New Model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Old Model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher has small number of variation in fundamental movement learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher did not have teaching material in the form of interactive multimedia for the learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher has several variation in learning but it was unknown whether those learning was effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The current model was not yet known whether it was appropriate for student’s characteristic or not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning variation was not yet complete in overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monotonous learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Characteristic of Primary School Students

According to Gallahue (2006: 177) [10] physical characteristic and motor development of 6-10 years old children was: 1) Boys and girls range from about 44 to 60 inches (111.8-152.4 cm) in height and 44 to 90 pounds (20.00-40.8kg) in weight. 2) Growth is slow. 3) The body begins to lengthen. Fundamental movement skill (FMS) has become the basic for daily life and also to participate in physical activities, Wouter Cools et al. (2010: 597) [6]. Physical development in childhood was typically characterized by large variation in growth pattern.

2.2 Physical Development Phase in Childhood

Harrow (1972: 52) [11] describe that fundamental movement is the important movement pattern to form basic complex movement skill which consist of locomotor move, non-lcomotor move and manipulative move.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Phase of movement development and series of development stages according to Harrow (1972: 52) [11]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (year)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participation in physical activities was highly important for children to fix their physical, mental and social health. Chen et al (2016: 102) [4] report that there was positive relationship between motor skill and physical activities participation. Gallahue and Ozmun (2006: 48) [10] divide motor development into 4 phases, which are (1) reflexes movement phase, (2) initial fundamental movement phase, (3) fundamental movement phase and (4) specialized movement phase. Primary school students at the age range 7–12 years old would categorized into specialized movement phase, in which this phase would highly depend on previous one, particularly in the maturity of fundamental movement skill.

2.3 Fundamental Movement Skill

According to Hidayatullah (2013: 48) [12], childhood was a critical period because it is the time where children formed the habit to achieve success, not success or very success. Mostly we found several children playing closely with their peers. This was in line with writing of Hidayatullah that 7 years old children was known as grouped age, because children would attracted to activities with friends and want to be part of a group (Hidayatullah, 2013: 9) [12].
Papalia (2014: 234) \[22\] suggest that children’s skill was highly various, depend on their genetic factor and opportunity to learn and practice their motor skill. These fundamental movement skill was put in early childhood and important to encourage active lifestyle (Cools \textit{et al.}, 2009: 154) \[7\]. Even Cagno \textit{et al.} (2014: 767) \[1\] explain that talent identification plan was designed to select young athlete with ability to achieve success in the future regarding sports. Pangrazi (2001: 4) \[23\] suggest that “fundamental skill is the beneficial skill needed by children as provisions in life and attitude”.

Process to create movement did not occur automatically, but it was the accumulation of learning and practicing, which is by understanding the movement and repeating it over and over along with awareness concerning related movement.

Manipulative movement could take form in throwing, catching, kicking, and pushing; all of it was part of advance movement from more complex fundamental movement. Fundamental movement pattern did not occur naturally thus each children was suggested to obtain foundation for complex physical activities and exercises through fundamental movement skill (Lisa M. Barnett \textit{et al.}, 2016: 220). Culjak \textit{et al.} (2014: 124) showed that more non-organized children activities could improve their fundamental calisthenic skill and also development for \textit{Fundamental Movement Skill}. Kristen E. Cohen \textit{et al.} (2014: 1) \[5\] explain that children’s participation in physical activities was highly important to improve children’s skill. Higher physical activities in children would improve fitness (either cardio-respiratory fitness or muscle strength). Children routinely participated in physical activities would reduce anxiety and depression symptom. Khalaj & Amri (2013: 660) \[15\] suggest that gross motor skill is the foundation for sports and physical activities. Actually, focus on motor development has the implication toward very skillful sport development.

According to Tangkudung (2012: 67) \[27\], good condition would affect mental aspect such as improvement in job motivation, job passion, confidence, carefulness and others. Psychologically, physical condition would highly affect our activities, particularly in socializing.

Manipulative movement according to Gallauhe (2006: 218) \[10\] was “gross motor manipulation involves an individual’s relationship to objects and is characterized by giving force to objects and receiving force from them”.

### 2.4 Method

Approach and method used in this study was combination of qualitative and quantitative study (\textit{mix methods}). Study method used was from research and development method of Borg & Gall. Study sites used was 3 Primary Schools such as Embun Pagi Elementary School in Jakarta, State Elementary School 4 Campurdarat in Tulungagung regency, and State Elementary School 1 in Balerejo Kauman, Tulungagung regency. Subjects were first grader of elementary school. Small scale trial was done with 10 students while large scale trial was done with 40 first graders. Effectiveness test was using \textit{one group pre test and post test}. Instrument for pre test and post test was using manipulative fundamental movement test taken from Kirkendall (1980: 323) which consist of throwing and \textit{passing-stopping}.

Data collection instrument used in this study were interview and learning observation. Observation was done to obtain information from expert and PE teacher as input and suggestion concerning implementation of manipulative fundamental movement learning process for first graders. Research and development from Borg and Gall (1983: 775) \[2\] consist of ten steps which can be seen clearly from figure below.

![Fig 1: Development phase of Borg and Gall model](image)

#### 3. Result & Discussion

##### 3.1 Result

**3.1.1 Product Design and Development**

Design and development for the product of manipulative fundamental movement learning for Primary/Elementary School based on interactive multimedia was done based on the result of needs analysis, observation, interview, and literature review relevant toward the developed model. Product design was aligned with Standard of Competences and Basic Competences used by schools which aligned with review of fundamental movement theories and motor development for children. Result in manipulative fundamental movement learning model development for Primary School which based on interactive multimedia was a product in \textit{soft file} under format *.exe packaged in VCD. Components in this manipulative fundamental movement learning model for Primary School based on interactive multimedia consist of text, video, audio, animation and picture.

**3.1.2 Interactive Multimedia Product**

Below is the development result for interactive multimedia product development after all material was processed into one application.
In manipulative fundamental movement menu there were 19 variations available. In order to view and learn the related model, user could click each picture or model text. The above display was one example of manipulative learning model in manipulative fundamental movement menu. In this display there were several media components such as text, animation, video and audio.

3.1.3 Model Appropriateness
Model appropriateness was tested by experts to give values and input so that it could fulfill the criteria of appropriateness in theoretical and empirical manner. Based on data and response collected from motor learning experts, physical education experts, and learning technology experts, there were some parts of the product that should be revised. This was done to optimize development benefit for teachers and students.

Table 3: Result of Gain Score Pretest and Posttest for Manipulative Fundamental Movement Skill for Students in SDN 4 Campurdayat Tuhangagung

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall amount</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>15,1</td>
<td>24,1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table above it can be seen that average for pre test was 15,1 and average for post test was 24,1. Next phase after pretest and posttest data for student’s manipulative fundamental movement skill were obtain, author conduct differences analysis for pretest and posttest value by looking for difference between pretest and posttest. T-test (pre test and post test) would be described below to view model effectiveness.

3.1.4 Model Effectiveness

In differences significance test using SPSS we obtain t-calculated=-16.525, db=39 and p value=0.00<0.05 which means that there was significant differences before and after being given interactive multimedia-based manipulative fundamental movement skill. Based on the information above it can be said that manipulative fundamental movement model developed was effective for Primary School students.

Prayitno and Sukadiyanto (2014) [24] suggest that fundamental movement skill has made students to become more active and happy because physical activities could facilitate children in...
exploring its surroundings. Thus, the composed learning model was already suitable to children characteristic and highly appropriate to be used in physical education. Winarto (2015: 167) conduct another relevant study with the title development of rigid (tegar) model for fundamental movement walking, running and jumping. His study concludes that development of rigid model could improve fundamental movement skill. Also, review concerning fundamental movement in physical education learning program also describe that to achieve objectives in physical education would be affected by several factor such as the ability of the teacher in developing learning program, learning model and sufficient facilities to support it.

4. Conclusion
Based on study results, it can be concluded that:
1. Research and development for this model results in a manipulative fundamental movement model based on interactive multimedia complete with its guidelines. This manipulative fundamental movement model consists of 19 manipulative fundamental movement variations. Variation in this manipulative fundamental movement was packed in interactive multimedia.
2. Based on the data obtained, from on field try out and discussion regarding study results, it can be concluded that from this interactive multimedia-based manipulative fundamental movement skill model development for students in Primary School, teacher and students can learn and implement manipulative fundamental movement learning in effective manner. This was based on result of model effectiveness test, which proved empirically that product (manipulative fundamental movement model development based on interactive multimedia) shown larger posttest value than pretest value.
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